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The  Effect of Early  Castration on Weight  Gain  in 
(Zhang 

of 
of China 071001) 

Abstract 

The study was  conducted to test the effectiveness of 

of 0.942-1.283 this 

came ten into two 

one the was two a 

The of the of the 

two the in of 

weight  and of food efficiency. 

keywords: castration, weight, rabbits. 

the past, the on the 

Some ones that the body  weight  gain  was  not  obvious. to find out the 

effectiveness of and 

the quality of fattening 

in male not used as 

methods 

this The initial body  weight  was 

0.942-1.283 50-60 days  old  and the 

(the testes still in the abdomens.) 

to the of method, the twenty 

into two one the was test (those 

of the same the 

body wieght was not the two 112, 'to,o5 '=2.101, 

t< to,os, p > 0.05). 
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The test was five this 

out. When no diseases  with the the began’. 

Weight and the the body  weight was 

it was five This was out  in 

the of The was sixty  days, 

7, 1992  to June 7, 1992. 

method: 1. cotton etc. 

2. the S belly  up  and fix the on the fixing 3. Apply iodine to  the 

4. Use knife gently  to  cut the the two 

testes. The opening should be  small long the testes could be squeezed out. 5 .  Squeeze 

out  the two testes the opening  and  put  them  down.  Then,  apply iodine to the wound 

and take the into the cage. 

The of diets was as 8%, salviniale meal 

meal  17%,  bone  meal  3%, salt 1%. 

was feed by  100-15Og  each  day. A day  was divided  into feeding 

The feeding schedule evening 6:30-7:OO. the 

and evening; stuffs than at noon,  and  supply some at  noon. 

and  management: the fed and illumined by 

light. The at night. The 

inside and outside the 

The changing of appetite: Within the 2-3 the appetite was lost 

a little, the food intaking was. of stayed obtusely in the 

a  seven  days,  ,the  wound  was  completely  healed, the feed consumption 

The feed of the than that of  the 

(table 1). 

to the table,  we  could  calculate  out  that the of  the ate 

11 1.5g feedstuff/ day/ the the ate 135.28 feedstuff/ day/ 
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table 1 .  Statistical  Table  of Feed Consumption 

\consumptior 

1 time 

5.21 I feeding 

5.23 

I feeding 
5.24 

feeding 
arcrage 

control group u 

habit: Within days the the two 

all no fighting phenomena. days, the of the 

active and the fighting phenomena began to but the 

of  the  test constantly quiet. 

Thc changing  of body  weight: days, of the test 

exceded that of  the When the ended, the body weight gain 

of the  test was 1287.67 g, while that of the 1049.1 7 g.  The 

was g. By t-test, the body between the two significantly 

(table 2). 
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Table 2. Statistica1,Table of Weight Gain 

coou01 group 

t a t  

CG-bt 

.. Y 

the days between  the  time of weighing and that of the beginins of the rotal 

experiment 

2, we could conclude that  the body weight gain  of  the test was then 

that of  the (The data on the twentieth day disease. The 

disease was 

and analysis 

had done an 

male by New  Zealand white 

The conclussion was that the body weight gain of  the  cast. ated 

than that  of <he 0.25 kg. 

that could in spxieses.' . .  

The feed consumption of  the tcst was than that of the This  was  one 

of the in body weight gain of calculating, the  food 

efficiency of  the test \vas 1:3.8, while that of  the was 1:4.7. 

we could could make the male and . 

the  fdod' efficiency. 
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the is its hypohysis  and its testes is 

The has no effect  on the testes. 

was lost. So, the 

of is on the 

consuming of the is 

is 

The  method of is 

a few of fine used 

and be used fattening.  This  skill can 

inmediately. 
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